STORE DESIGN

Answers to your most often asked

Store Design questions
Calvyn Morris
of Absolut Designs is an Interior Architecture
specialist in supermarket store design with lower
LSM being his larger focus over the past six years
calvynm@absolutsa.co.za

It’s amazing. Retailers keep asking store
designers the same questions. Calvyn Morris,
who has specialised in designing modern
supers for lower income shoppers, gives
answers to his top 10 asked store design
questions here.

Q1 Flooring
Polished concrete vs Poly-screed epoxy
vs Full-body porcelain tiles?
This is a highly debatable question and all depends
on the nature of the project. Is it a new build or
a revamp? With a new build the decision is made
a lot easier as there are no undefined variables or
surprises and no time constraints. With a revamp
you need to do it while trading, so you will more
than likely be boarding off sections of the store

and doing the floors in phases or at night. With
a new store build all three processes have similar
time frames, however cost becomes a factor and it
will benefit you to compare costs and shop around
on pricing. With an existing store, you don’t know
the condition of the concrete under the existing

flooring and may run into unforeseen issues when
lifting that floor, like a very stubborn tile adhesive,
or even another tile finish under the existing tiles.
These can affect the project timelines and will then
affect the project cost. In my opinion, with a new
store, I like to consider polished concrete on the
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Q4 Service departments

sales floor and BOH (Back of House) Storage, as it
is very durable and lasts long. For prep areas, I like
the epoxy floors for hygienic reasons. With existing
stores, I like to use a full body porcelain tile on the
sales floor and BOH storage to avoid time delays
on unforeseen issues and epoxy floors in BOH prep
areas.

Their effect on store flow – What goes where?
Every store is different, no matter the LSM level,
and I always say the retailer knows their store
better than anyone on this subject but, as a store
designer, it’s my job to offer some guidance.

Q3 Refrigeration

Q2 Cafe/Seating areas for customers
Inside vs Outside, or none at all?
This question comes up a lot with lower LSM
retailers and is generally tossed aside. The
determining factors are always the same. If it is
inside, it would take up valuable trading space that
you pay for if you rent. It could also be a missed
opportunity to widen your range, etc. You also need
to think about managing the area for shrinkage
and litter. If it is outside, loitering and litter is
a major consideration. It will be an eyesore if not
managed properly and, with it generally being at
the entrance of the store, the risks can outweigh
the benefits.

Remote or self-contained plug-in?
Whispers of some serious savings have been
heard, not only on electricity, but on maintenance
with plug-in units, as well as the installation cost.
The negatives being heard are that they would
not reach or hold temperature correctly and that,
when they do break, you are in for a serious shock.
However, with the new technologies coming out of
Europe, it seems these issues are in the past. Here,
I stand to be corrected. I have only had positive
feedback from retailers on plug-ins. All is not lost
on remote units, as new technology is also paving
the way and there is some serious buzz about
systems by a few service providers and refrigeration
contractors that should be considered when
making you choice on a new build. In my opinion
this is very much the retailers choice and some
serious considerations and research needs to be
done before making it.

With a new build, some serious market research
needs to be done and you need to turn to the
stores in the area and do some walk throughs and
gather information for comparisons. With existing
stores, you will have all this information and you
will know what works where. However, a lot of
retailers when doing a revamp, look to capitalise on
it by adding a department they don’t already have
and want to know where it belongs in their store.
Their common fear is that they will outlay so much
capital on the department and then find it does not
work. Start by finding a department manager with
lots of experience. They are worth the monthly
overhead and listen to what they have to say.
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My advice is to try to keep cold contamination
to a minimum and to keep warm departments
together (Deli and Bakery) and cold departments
need to be carefully planned around this, with
Butchery being a draw card to the far end of the
store and with frozens forcing the whole store to
be shopped.

Q5 Promo wall
Does it work and where to put it?
Promo items definitely have their place, but where? And how to display them? Do they go at the
entrance, or on gondola ends, or at the tills. In my opinion, at the entrance a wall of promo items on
conventional shelving works great, throw in a few ‘Promo Bins’ and you won’t be sorry. However, there is
nothing to be lost when displaying items at the tills, but I would leave the gondola ends in place to rent
to brands for their promos or specials.

Whole Store
Filtration
units
For your
Butchery,
Bakery, Deli
Starting
from
R 35 000
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installations
in more
than
300 stores
nationwide
We offer
leasing and
purchasing
options

Water retailing made simple... Get yours today
Contact
information:

RUAN COETZER

079-562-0046

ruan@water2go.co.za
www.water2go.co.za

RICO COETZER

078-346-9273

Q6 Ceilings or no ceilings?
In prep areas you are governed by the law. For hygiene, the law is to have
a closed ceiling above any food prep area. However, on the sales floor you
have options. When it comes to cost, it’s relative and low cost to paint the slab
and services dark to hide them from sight. These can include electrical/power
tracking, fire sprinkler pipes and HVAC systems. Putting in a ceiling is relatively
easy, however the choice is down to aesthetic personal preference. Nowadays,
the industrial look is in.
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Q10 Frozen
In up-right fridges or island fridges?
Not all retailers have a choice. Space and
other things can be a factor. If you have the
choice, a good mix of both can work. With
regard to the up-rights, you buy quality, as the
doors have a tendency to fail with high traffic.
In my opinion, the up-rights can be used to
better display boxed items and islands are for
‘Pack-a-Lots’ and bulkier items. SR

Q7 Hybrid shelving

Q9 Beauty/HABA

Yes or No and Why?
This is dependent on the target market and store
height. The greatest benefit to doing this is if
you want to increase your sales floor, but can’t
increase your store footprint. You can then eat into
your storage area and move items to the sales
floor, storing them above the standard shelving to
replenish stock as you go along, thus increasing
your shelving and range.

In the aisle vs behind the kiosk
vs own department with tills within the store
This is highly dependent on your market and the
rate of store shrinkage. Having its own department
with separate tills creates serious administration
and management issues, not to mention the
inconvenience to customers. It lends itself to a steep
drop in sales and, when compared to the shrinkage
rate, you would rather manage the shrinkage.
In a store with very little shrinkage, it’s safe to say
it can be placed in the aisle with a cool light on white
shelves, with the option of a bulkhead above, to create
the feel of hygiene and cleanliness – all in what seems
to be its own department, with no inconvenience to
the shopper. However in high shrinkage stores, we can
create the same feel, but will have to keep high value
items behind the kiosk to manage shrinkage.

Q8 Store colours?
I prefer to paint neutral earthy colours for twothirds of the store. In places where you would
like to draw attention, or show emphasis on
a particular product or department, you can then
use brighter colours, tiling technique or wall papers
with specialised lighting.
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The store entrance of Sheets Foodworks
Kranskop KZN, with main road frontage
just across from the Kranskop Taxi Rank

Walking in on promo goods, as well as eggs and bread,
beautifully displayed and flowing into Produce

Loose produce is displayed in a modular produce boat,
with bulk produce on wall display units

Bulk grains on pallets for that farmers’ market feel. SR
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